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Admins betting big on
evolving technology
BY MILUSKA BERROSPI

An inside look at how leading administrators are staying ahead of the technology curve
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State Street growing its tech
bench strength
Since State Street’s acquisition of
Goldman Sachs’ administration services unit in 2012, the firm, which
oversees around $2.7trn in assets
under administration, has made an
extensive push toward digitisation.
“We are actively pursuing the
strategy that the company embarked on a couple of years ago. We
are undergoing digitisation,” says
State Street’s global chief information security officer, Adeel Saeed.
Earlier this month, State Street
completed the acquisition of investment data and analytics software firm Charles River Systems for
around $2.6bn, in a push to expand
its services past the middle and back
office and into front-office services.
In 2016, State Street also launched
its Beacon Program with the aim to
digitise almost all aspects of its financial services business.
In the past 12 to 14 months, however, it has been looking at expand-

SS&C harnessing AI technology
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“Emerging technologies is the result of our next tranche of deliverables and how we transform and enhance the value of our offering from
a technology standpoint, not only to
our external clients but to our internal clients as well,” Saeed explains.
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just people and off-shore locations
around the world. You have to do
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EAMONN GREAVES HEAD OF BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AT SS&C GLOBEOP
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